HOTEL RESILIENT

COVID-READY
ONLINE TOOLKIT AND CERTIFICATION

FREE AUDIT SOFTWARE AND E-LEARNING

ABOUT US

OUR COMMITMENT

Germany’s Hotel Resilient Institute is the world's
only scientific benchmarking and certification
body for disaster risk management and climate
change adaptation specifically focusing on hotels
and resorts. We provide the hotel industry with risk
analytics, digital platforms and pragmatic tools
towards disaster and climate resilient planning,
design and operations.

Made in Germany

Our commitment is to enable hotels to thrive in
the face of disasters and climate impacts and
support them on a clear and guided path to
resilience. Be it an earthquake, a storm event,
rising sea levels, or a worldwide pandemic
threat, we are, and always will be, there for
hotels who seek guidance and practical tools for
understanding and minimizing risk.

From 2013 to 2017, the Global Initiative on Disaster Risk
Management, an initiative by the German Government
under the responsibility of the Federal Ministry for
Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ), in
partnership with the United Nations Office on Disaster
Risk Reduction (UNDRR) and the Pacific Asia Travel
Association (PATA), developed in consultation with
government and private sector stakeholders a Multihazard Risk Management Standard for hotels under the
Hotel Resilient Initiative.The Hotel Resilient Initiative
aimed at raising awareness on climate and disaster risks
in the tourism sector, advancing comprehensive risk
management capacities and strengthening resilience in
hotels and at tourist destinations.

Three pillars of Hotel Resilient
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Standards

Software

Training

The Hotel Resilient STANDARDS
take proven disaster risk reduction
and climate adaptation strategies
and tailor them to the needs of the
hotel industry. They outline exactly
what you need to become disaster
and climate resilient.

The Hotel Resilient SOFTWARE
equips you with the tools you
need to implement the standards,
identify potential sources of risk
and manage actions to protect life,
reduce down time, and minimize
business losses.

The Hotel Resilient TRAINING
tools build your staff's capacity
to prepare, respond and recover
from crisis events. Our training and
coaching program puts your staff in
the driver’s seat to implement your
hotel's resilience strategy.
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THE COVID-19 SITUATION

WHAT HOTELS NEED TO DO
There is much a hotel can and should do to protect their guests and staff from the
COVID-19 threat. In fact, there are so many things to consider, it may seem overwhelming:

The current COVID-19 pandemic has spread to
almost every country in the world. The impacts
to the tourism industry have been tremendous.
Due to travel bans and nationwide shutdowns,
hotel bookings have drastically reduced and
many hotels have temporarily closed. Even
when restrictions ease and travel bans are
lifted, it will be some time before it is business
as usual.

COVID-19 SOP

REGULATIONS
CRISIS TEAM
MEDICAL
ASSISTANCE

CONTACT
TRACING

SCREENING
PROTECTIVE
EQUIPMENT

The pandemic itself may continue long after
destinations are open for travel. Fears of a
second wave of COVID-19 will also be on
the minds of many would-be travelers. For
months if not years, travelers will be extra
cautious with their travel plans, preferring
destinations with little to no COVID-19
cases. In choosing accommodations, hotels
that can provide an extra level of safety
against COVID-19 will be in high demand.

SIGNAGE

SAFE
HYGIENE

Travelers Demand
Safety above All.

VENTILATION

EXPLAINING RISK

QUARANTINE
ENHANCED CLEANING

At Hotel Resilient, we’ve made it easy
We’ve outlined the steps that hotels should take to strengthen COVID-19 prevention and response
strategies and earn the trust of safety minded travelers. Even more, we step you through the actions
you’ll need to take with an easy to use software, and provide e-Learning courses to ensure you and
your staff fully understand how you should be responding to this COVID-19 pandemic threat.
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HOW HOTEL RESILIENT SUPPORTS YOU

Key areas covered in the
COVID-READY Standards
SITE EXPOSURE

SYSTEMS

Exposure

Enhanced Cleaning

Physical Distancing

●

●

●

●
●

Confirmed infections
Suspected infections
Cases locally

●
●
●

Risk Controls

● Intervention Strategies
● High risk travelers

Vulnerabilities

● Hospital capacity
● Vulnerabilities
● Density

●

Enhanced cleaning
Washing tableware
Supplies
Cleaning agents
Ventilation

●
●
●
●
●

Physical Distancing
Safer dining
Transportation Risk
Contactless check-in
Unsafe Travel
Signage

Safe Hygiene
●
●
●
●
●

Safe hygiene
Hygiene messaging
Signage
Supply Solutions
Dispensers

MANAGEMENT
Protocols

The Hotel Resilient COVID-READY Standards are a stand-alone module,
aligned with the Global Hotel Resilient Standards and Certification Framework.
All rights reserved.

More than just hygiene and safety standards!
Hotel Resilient’s risk specialists have been
intensely involved from the beginning of
the COVID-19 crisis, reviewing international
guidelines, industry best practices and the latest
scientific research related to the pandemic.
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The COVID-READY standards detail 50 steps to
cover all areas relevant to a hotel’s COVID-19
prevention and response strategy. The COVIDREADY standards are a stand-alone module,
but are fully aligned with the internationallyrecognized Hotel Resilient Standards.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Government regulations
COVID-19 SOP General
SOP Details
SOP Flexibility
Vulnerable staff
Screening
Non-staff on-site
Communication strategy
Guest communication
Guidance off-site
Dispelling rumors
Publicize Activities
Insurance

Response Plan

●
●
●
●
●

Response Regulations
Notification
Symptomatic staff
Symptomatic guest
Caring for
infected guest
● Medical expert
● Reporting infection
● Contact Tracing

The COVID-READY standards are supported
through a user friendly self-audit software, a
comprehensive e-Learning package and linked
to flexible certification options to meet the needs
of hotels and resorts everywhere.

Staff Capacity

● C-19 Compliance 		
Officer
● C-19 Staff Roles
● Training
● Evaluation of plans

The best part is that we are supporting hotels
during this crisis, by making our tools available
for free.
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SOFTWARE

Managing COVID-19
with an easy to use software
From powerful
analytics and performance
metrics, to comprehensive
management tools, the
Hotel Resilient Software
provides you with
everything you need to
improve resilience. The
COVID-19 audit has been
fully integrated into the
Hotel Resilient software.

11%

82%

Inform yourself about COVID-19 exposure

Your exposure score is calculated by taking into account confirmed
infection cases and intervention strategies in your area as well as
risk controls and vulnerabilities at the property level. The exposure
score is provided to you in an internal report, and is not part of your
COVID-READY score.

Measure your hotel’s COVID-READY performance

The software takes you through each of the 6 components that
make up the Hotel Resilient COVID-READY Standards to provide
you with a COVID-READY performance score.

Take action to improve your score

The software clearly lays out the steps needed to improve
Your preparedness and response to COVID-19 and the task
management functionality lets you assign, schedule, prioritize and
track improvement actions.

Apply for COVID-READY Certification

Not only can you apply for certification with the click of a button,
the software ensures a transparent review and prompt
communication between you and Hotel Resilient.
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SOFTWARE
Managing COVID-19 is complex. With access to
international strategies and guidelines, regularly
updated with best practices, the Hotel Resilient
software helps you identify the gaps and
weaknesses in your hotel’s planning, design and
operations.

The Hotel Resilient Software equips you with
the tools you need to implement the COVIDREADY standards, identify potential sources of
exposure, assign and manage actions to prepare
and respond to any new infections in 6 easy
steps.

STEP 1 – Create hotel profile, view the latest
sub-national statistics on COVID-19 from your
dashboard and select the COVID-READY audit
from the “Available Audit Type” menu.

STEP 2 – Begin audit, by selecting from a
checklist of criteria you comply with for each
question, flag questions, add comments and
review additional information for each question.

STEP 3 – After completing the audit compute
your COVID-READY Score and see a detailed
report. View COVID-19 exposure.

STEP 4 – Use the “Take Action” feature to learn
more about each standard and assign tasks to
improve your COVID-READY Score.

STEP 5 – Use the “Task Management” menu to
manage tasks across all your audits, view and
change prirority level and due dates.

STEP 6 – Use the “Audit Menu” at anytime after
completing an audit, to apply for certification,
upload documents and communicate with
reviewer.

Software Features
Various audit types to choose from
Interactive reports and analytics
Take Action menu and detailed guidelines
Task management tool
Certification application and in-app messaging
Review details of the Hotel Resilient Standards
E-learning portal
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E-LEARNING
Our E-Learning courses are an interactive
and engaging way to bring your staff up-tospeed on the current COVID-19 pandemic
threat and the role they may play in preventing
transmission and responding to an infected
guest or staff.

LESSON 1
COVID-19 EXPOSURE

MODULE 2
ENHANCED CLEANING

MODULE 3
SAFE HYGIENE

MODULE 4
PHYSICAL DISTANCING

✔✔ Teach your staff how to re-open safely
✔✔ Self-paced and remote access
✔✔ Covers the 7 modules of the Hotel Resilient COVID-19 Standards
✔✔ Links to further information and guidance for hotels
✔✔ Content is updated with the latest COVID-19 news and guidelines from
around the world
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Dynamic content for a dynamic situation
LESSON 5
PROTOCOLS

LESSON 6
RESPONSE PLAN

LESSON 7
STAFF CAPACITY
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CERTIFICATION

How does e-Certification work?
Our standards can be self-audited using our free
audit software to compute a COVID-READY
Score. Hotels that want to go the extra mile, and
demonstrate to guests, investors and regulators
they comply with the Hotel Resilient COVID-READY
Standard, can apply for Certification in a few easy
steps online.

Upon successful review and verification of the
Certification application, a Certification Report
with confirmed COVID-READY Score, Certificate
Diploma, and e-marketing material will be sent
to the hotel. The Hotel is re-certified following the
same steps should change in conditions require it.

Hotel Resilient Certification Process
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e-Certification is free to
Hotel Resilient Members
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TWO LEVELS OF CERTIFICATION
COVID-READY e-Certified - Free with membership.
Meet all mandatory requirements and pass with
80% score. Limited remote review of documents.

COVID-READY GOLD Certified

Meet all mandatory requirements and pass with
80% score. Extended remote or onsite review of documents
in select destinations through our accredited assessors.
Additional costs cover the external review.
For more information on how to obtain an onsite Certification, please contact
us at: info@hotelresilient.org
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NEWS

MEMBERSHIP

Join Hotel Resilient and
enjoy many benefits
Sign-up for free on Hotel Resilient
and start using our free tools, including the
COVID-READY Audit and e-Learning program

Join as a member,
and enjoy many more benefits:
✔✔ Free COVID-READY e-Certification with membership
✔✔ Access to all COVID-19 Resources
✔✔ Full access to the multi-hazard Hotel
Resilient Standards, Handbook and Audit
✔✔ Access to all our e-Learning Modules
and online resources
✔✔ Access to Webinars and our Trainings

Phuket gets COVID-READY with Hotel Resilient

Prior to re-opening to tourists, hotels in Phuket are taking extra
steps to improve the safety of guests during this dynamic
pandemic situation. Hotel Resilient has been working with the
Phuket Hotels Association to ensure a smooth implementation
of the COVID-READY Standards in the Thailand context. As a
result of this collaborative effort, the Phuket Hotels Association
confirms commitment to endorse Hotel Resilient COVIDREADY Certification to all of its 75 member hotels. Partnerships
such as these are critical to destinations re-opening safer and
sooner than later.

Hotel Resilient Webinar!
Beyond COVID, the Hotel Resilient Framework
provides a path to disaster and climate resilience.
Go beyond the COVID-READY Audit and use
our comprehensive online solutions to analyze
and manage your risks from multiple hazards.
potential to sav

Your partner in resilience
through COVID and beyond
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Join us Monday May 25th at 10am Central European Standard
Time for a free webinar that will introduce you to the COVIDREADY standards, software and training material. See details
on our website.

Free membership offer for destination leaders!

Hotel Resilient is collaborating with hotel industry leaders in
select destinations to improve the ability of hotels to meet the
COVID-READY Standards. For collaborating partners, Hotel
Resilient is offering free trial memberships for a limited time.
See if you qualify for the program by emailing us at:
info@hotelresilient.org
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Hotel Resilient is the world's only scientific
benchmarking and certification body for disaster
risk management and climate change adaptation
of hotels and resorts. We provide the hotel industry
with risk analytics, digital platforms and pragmatic
tools towards disaster and climate resilient
planning, design and operations.

Hotel Resilient
Haid-und-Neu Strasse 7
76131 Karlsruhe
GERMANY
+49 (0)162 9279897
info@hotelresilient.org
facebook.com/hotelresilient
@HotelResilient

Join at

www.hotelresilient.org

